During the past several years, social network analysis methods have been used to model many complex real-world phenomena, including social networks, transportation networks, and the Internet. Graph theoretic methods, based on an elegant representation of entities and relationships, have been used in computational biology to study biological networks; however they have not yet been adopted widely by the greater informatics community. The graphs produced are generally large, sparse, and complex, and share common global topological properties. In this review of research (1998)(1999)(2000)(2001)(2002)(2003)(2004)(2005) on large-scale semantic networks, we used a tailored search strategy to identify articles involving both a graph theoretic perspective and semantic information. Thirty-one relevant articles were retrieved. The majority (28, 90.3%) involved an investigation of a real-world network. These included corpora, thesauri, dictionaries, large computer programs, biological neuronal networks, word association networks, and files on the Internet. Twenty-two of the 28 (78.6%) involved a graph comprised of words or phrases. Fifteen of the 28 (53.6%) mentioned evidence of small-world characteristics in the network investigated. Eleven (39.3%) reported a scale-free topology, which tends to have a similar appearance when examined at varying scales. The results of this review indicate that networks generated from natural language have topological properties common to other natural phenomena. It has not yet been determined whether artificial human-curated terminology systems in biomedicine share these properties. Large network analysis methods have potential application in a variety of areas of informatics, such as in development of controlled vocabularies and for characterizing a given domain.
Introduction
This is a review of a knowledge representation approach known as graph theoretic modeling, and of how this approach has been applied to the study of semantic networks. The approach draws upon the mathematical formalisms of graph theory and upon analytic methods refined over decades of social network research. Networks consist of nodes, which represent entities, and lines, or edges, drawn between the nodes to indicate a connection between them. Advances in computer speed have provided an infrastructure for modeling of large and complex network models. These models allow for a study of relationships between entities both at the global and local level.
In the informatics community, the first wide-scale uses of this technique have been in bioinformatics and computational biology. Various biological systems such as protein-protein interaction and genetic regulatory networks have been studied, sometimes yielding new insights into cellular and molecular pathways and interdependencies. Network models are also used in informatics research in social [1] and cognitive science. Computational biology, social science, and cognitive science are all gaining prominence as areas of specialization in informatics, and all have adopted graph theoretic modeling; therefore it is possible that the approach will continue to permeate other fields of informatics.
Within a broader context, the method has been used across a variety of domains to examine a variety of real-world networks. In a thorough review summarizing recent research, Newman (2003) [2] divides large, sparse, real-world complex networks into four categories: social, information, technological, and biological. Some of the research has focused on words or other entities that carry semantic meaning. This article summarizes this collection of recent research involving graph theoretical depictions of various aspects of human language, such as networks derived from corpora and thesauri, and it also includes some studies involving biological neuronal networks. The results of these studies provide a backdrop for understanding the potential uses of the method in the broader informatics world. modeled as a network [12] in which the nodes were words, and an edge joined two words if they shared a given characteristic (hypernymy, antonomy, meronymy, or polysemy).
Among the most familiar semantic networks in biomedicine are artificial networks such as ontologies and other controlled vocabularies. These human-curated semantic networks are domain-specific; though useful in the domain for which they were developed, they may have little or no applicability in other domains. For example, a heart condition such as angina can have a significant impact on a person's daily activities. However, heart-related terminology in ICD [13] (the International Classification of Diseases), which was developed mainly for the purpose of representing patient diagnostic data for billing and reimbursement, is of limited use for encoding a patient's functional status information [14] . As a result of the domain-specific nature of such semantic networks, a variety of formal controlled vocabularies has been developed in parallel by various groups. Each of these vocabularies serves a different purpose and has its own global structure. There have been efforts to merge and unify a number of these vocabularies. The UMLS Metathesaurus [15] is the best known of these efforts.
Graph theory facilitates connection-oriented models
For decades, rectangular data tables have been a dominant knowledge representation paradigm. In these tables, each record or row represents some entity and columns contain data that describe attributes of the entity. The rectangular shape of data tables imposes in a restriction on the data they contain: Each entity in a given table is required to have an identical set of attributes, although the values of these attributes differ from one entity to the next. For example, the records in a data table might represent patients, and each patient's record includes the patient's first name, last name, date of birth, and other information. Data in this form are compatible with algorithmic processing and conventional statistical analysis.
Ontology has also become a dominant knowledge representation approach in biomedicine. An ontology is a formal model of the concepts in a given domain. Entities are assigned properties and relations between the entities are defined explicitly. When encoded using ontological principles, biomedical information can be used in a variety of computer applications that rely on discretely coded information for the execution of logical operations. The results of these logical operations are consistent and reliable. Graph theoretic modeling is fundamentally different from rectangular database-oriented and ontological modeling approaches. Its focus is on entities and the relations between them, and it can be used to describe the global topology, or the community structure, of a system. A relational database is effective for managing and analyzing information about a set of entities of the same type (for example, patients' blood sugar levels taken over a period of time), but it does not include a convenient way to specify arbitrary connections between entities. For example, in a given population, suppose that a link were assigned among any two patients with similar diagnostic histories. In a data table, these links could be represented in a list. However, the graph theoretic model takes this list one step further by representing the global patterns occurring among this set of patients. Representation of these topological features, in turn, invites new analytical approaches. For example, one could examine whether the model conveys tightly clustered groups of patients, and if it does, whether these patients have something in common.
A connection-oriented model has its advantages
The modeling fundamentals of graph theory are conceptually simple. The simplest type of model involves a set of nodes and the connections between them. With its built-in facility in representing connections between entities, graph theoretic modeling supplements relational database models and ontological approaches: A given system is viewed as a network rather than as a collection of isolated entities, and the local and global topological structure can readily be examined. The models can be more complex; for example, edges can have weights, and nodes and edges can be of different types. But at its most basic level, the graph theoretic modeling paradigm is in fact more general than ontological modeling. It is concerned simply with how concepts relate to one another.
To be clear, it should be noted that databases and ontologies can also be represented as graphs. However, graphs made from databases and ontologies are constrained by an external set of rules, i.e., a schema or a set of axioms, which control how entities are connected. The graphs covered in this review are more flexible in that they are not subject to any such external control. As a result, the properties of the systems modeled reflect the systems themselves rather than the imposed organizational schema of the person who designed them.
Goals of this article
This review article is a survey of recent research on large semantic networks. It is mainly directed towards people involved with the various domains of biomedical informatics, including medical informatics, bioinformatics, and public health informatics. However, given the interdisciplinary nature of the topic, the material may be of interest to individuals in other fields, such as artificial intelligence, library science, linguistics, and mathematics. The article concludes with a number of ways in which the techniques can potentially be applied, such as for biomedical vocabulary development or in electronic health records. It is hoped that a clearer understanding of the topological features of natural and artificial semantic networks will provide insight into the development of useful information systems in biomedicine.
Background
For those who are less familiar with graph theoretic modeling, this section of the article covers the elementary principles of the method. Readers who have knowledge of graph theoretic modeling may wish to skip this section.
Graph theoretic modeling of networks
Three recent review articles include concise and readable summaries of recent research on large, sparse, complex networks [2, 16, 17] . This interdisciplinary area has its roots in a number of diverse fields. Sociology and anthropology, given their longstanding focus on network analysis, have been particularly influential, as has discrete mathematics, with its history of investigations into graph theory [17] . A number of specific factors [16] have contributed to the explosive growth of this area, including increases in the availability of data and of computer power, interdisciplinary collaboration, and an increasing interest in moving beyond reductionist approaches to understand the behavior of entire systems.
Basic graph theory concepts
Several articles summarize the elementary graph theoretic principles important in the study of complex networks [6, 18, 19] . Additional details can be found in the glossary in Appendix 1. To summarize, in graph-theoretic modeling, a graph is comprised of a set of nodes, also referred to as vertices, along with a set of either edges or arcs which connect pairs of nodes [6] . Edges are undirected connections, while arcs are directed. Although variations such as weighted edges are possible, simpler models are often favored because they are compatible with a wide array of algorithms and statistical measures.
A graph containing only undirected edges is called an undirected graph; a graph with only arcs is a directed graph. Each directed graph can be converted to an undirected graph if arcs are converted to edges by removing their directionality. A graph is considered connected if there is at least one path between any two nodes. The number of nodes to which a given node is immediately connected is its degree. A node and all of its adjacent nodes constitute a neighborhood.
Signature measures of graph topology
When nodes and edges are arranged into a large graph, what often emerges is a complex community structure. A single graph can have a variety of distinctive features, including highly clustered neighborhoods, treelike properties, islands, and highly-connected hubs. All of these emergent properties are part of the network's topology. The topology of a connected, unweighted, sparse graph can be characterized using a variety of techniques and measures. A small handful of signature statistical properties have gained favor recently. These are the average node degree, the average path length, and the clustering coefficient. The average node degree, a measure of the density of a graph, is the average number of edges per node. It is calculated by dividing the number of edges by the number of nodes, and then multiplying by two (Figure 1 .)
The average path length, sometimes called the "average shortest path", refers to the average distance between any two nodes. A simple algorithm determines the minimum distance between any node and any other node. An average is then calculated based on all of these values (Figure 2. ) There are several ways to calculate the amount of clustering in a graph at the local level [2] . A common approach is to calculate the clustering coefficient for a given node by counting the number of edges between the node's neighbors, and then dividing by all their possible edges. This results in a value between 0 and 1, which is then averaged over all nodes in a graph [19] . In Figure 3 , the graph on the left, which exhibits strong clustering at the local level, has a high clustering coefficient; the graph on the right has a low clustering coefficient. Another way to think about the clustering coefficient is as the extent to which the neighborhoods of two neighboring nodes overlap [6] . In a fully connected graph, or a graph in which each node is connected to every other node, the clustering coefficient is 1.
Many real-world complex networks share common topological properties
Although different graphs have varying topologies at the local level [20] , networks constructed from real-world data often share common global properties. First, they are typically sparse: The vast majority of nodes are connected only to a small percentage of other nodes [6] , and the number of edges is closer to the number of nodes, than to the square of the number of nodes [21] . Second, they have a short average path length and strong local clustering: The neighbors of a given node are more likely to be connected to one another than would be expected through chance alone. Random graphs, by contrast, have a short average path length but a low clustering coefficient. Third, the distribution in node degree is characterized by a power law [6] .
A power law distribution is a statistical distribution in which one variable is proportional to a power of the other [22] . When plotted on a log/log scale, individual points are distributed about a straight line (Figure 4 ). This means that there are a small number of nodes (the "hubs") which have many neighbors and a large number of nodes that have only a few neighbors.
The second and third properties are of special note, because they are the signatures of small-world and scale-free characteristics, respectively. Several articles [6, 11] offer concise descriptions of these features. In graphs with small-world properties, there are highly clustered neighborhoods (see Figure 3 ) and it is possible to move from one node to another (see Figure 2 ) in a relatively small number of steps (often just two or three, on average.) As a small-world graph grows, the average path length increases slowly, as a function of the logarithm of the size of the graph [23] . This is in opposition to the longer path lengths of a regular grid-like network in which hundreds or thousands of steps may be required.
Scale-free networks have no characteristic scale of node degree; instead, they exhibit all scales of connectivity simultaneously [24] . As a result, they tend to have a similar appearance when examined at varying scales. They are also generally robust against random disruptions; if any node is removed at random, the statistical likelihood is low that the node will be a hub. It is far more likely instead that the node selected for removal will have a small number of neighbors. Therefore, a random change is not likely to have a significant effect on the network's overall structural form. By contrast, if hubs are selected for removal, the topology of the network will change much more significantly, since the hubs are connected to a large number of neighbors. The scale-free property appears in many networks based on real data, and most scale-free networks also have small-world characteristics [11] . k (node degree) P(k) (probability of node degree)
Methods
To gather a collection of articles for this review, a search strategy was developed. The final search strategy evolved through an iterative process.
First, three seminal review articles [2] were identified. These articles were then used to identify related citations: articles cited within these articles, and articles which later cited the seminal articles. The indexing keywords appearing in these articles were then compiled into a list.
Next, a set of literature databases was identified. Because of the interdisciplinary nature of this research, it was not possible to confine the search to any one particular database. The authors consulted with seven professional reference librarians at six different libraries at our university. These librarians suggested more than 10 online databases possibly relevant to the topic. Each of these databases was then examined to assess the relevance of its content to the topic of large-scale semantic networks.
The list of author-assigned keywords was then used to search several of the suggested databases, including the Web of Science [25] and MEDLINE [26] , to identify additional articles and their associated keywords. Most of these keywords fit naturally into one of two categoriesthey related either to graph theoretic approaches, or to semantic information. The terms were combined into two lists of search terms. The terms in each list were evaluated to determine their relevance and identifying power. Terms with low precision, i.e., terms that retrieved many irrelevant documents, were eliminated. The resulting search strategy (Table 1) was then executed to retrieve all articles that satisfied the selected criteria. To classify these articles systematically, a coding form was developed. This form consisted of a series of data elements (Table 2) . Each article was reviewed in turn, and the relevant information in each article was recorded on the coding form. The articles were coded in two rounds. In the first round, all retrieved articles were coded, but only the first two data fields were entered. This allowed for the execution of a database query to identify the articles relevant to the topic. All articles which involved a graph theoretic approach to large networks, and which also pertained to semantic information, were retrieved, and were fully coded in the second round of coding.
Results

Summary of results
The search strategy retrieved a total of 116 documents. Of the 116 articles retrieved, 30 involved both large-scale graph theoretic modeling and symbols that carry meaning and were therefore relevant for this review. Twenty-six were identified through Web of Science, three through the combined search of Compendex and Inspec, and 12 through the combined search of MEDLINE and PsycInfo. Figure 5 shows the overlap between the databases in which the relevant articles were found. Figure 6 reflects the interdisciplinary nature of the topic; the articles appeared in a range of journals, books, conferences, and Ph.D. dissertations in cognitive sciences, physics, computer science and engineering, as well as general, biological, and social sciences. Additional articles were identified in other ways. For example, if a citation appearing in a given article appeared likely to be relevant, we obtained a copy of the article and assessed it for relevance using the same criteria. Ten documents were identified in this way or in similar ways, and these were also added to the document set, bringing the total to 40. Of these 40 articles, nine were review articles, resulting in a total of 31 articles upon which the remaining calculations are based.
Twenty-eight of these 31 articles (90.3%) involved an investigation of a real-world network. The sources of data for the networks investigated were varied and diverse, and included corpora [8, 10, [27] [28] [29] , thesauri of words with similar meanings [6, 11, 12] , dictionaries [21, 30] , large computer programs [31] , and files available on the Internet [9, 32] . In addition, twelve of the 28 (42.9%) pertained to networks in the human mind or brain. Seven of these pertained to conceptual networks, such as association networks of interrelated words [4, 6, 7, 21, [33] [34] [35] . The other five [18, 20, [36] [37] [38] pertained to the neuronal or corticocortical networks that constitute a part of the brain's physical structure.
Studies of words were common. Among the 28 articles involving a real-world network, 22 (78.6%) involved an experimental graph or graphs in which the nodes were comprised of words or phrases.
As for the topological properties common to many real-world networks, 15 of the 28 articles (53.6%) specifically mentioned finding evidence of the small-world characteristic in the network investigated. Eleven of the 28 (39.3%) reported evidence of scale-free properties. Five articles [9, 18, 36, 38, 39] identified the small-world phenomenon but did not mention scale-free properties in the network identified. One [30] reported scale-free properties but did not mention the small-world phenomenon.
As for the commonly-calculated measures of network topology, nine of the 28 articles (32.1%) measured the average node degree. Twelve (42.9%) reported average path length. Ten (35.7%) of the articles measured the clustering coefficient. Seven of the articles (25%) reported values for all three of these statistics. It is not possible to make direct comparisons of the values for these measures, for at least two reasons: First, the networks model different phenomena and were constructed in a variety of ways. Second, the values of the measures depend on factors such as the size of the network.
Topological features of networks derived from natural language
General characteristics exhibited by large language-derived networks were sparsity, short average path lengths, a high degree of local clustering, and a power-law distribution in degrees of nodes. Graphs made from language have been shown to exhibit both scale-free [11, 40] and small-word [11, 29, 40] topological features. These features are not consistent with the features of arbitrarily structured networks and other conventional models of semantic organization often based on inheritance hierarchies [6] . These properties may be universal to all large semantic networks derived from language. In one recent paper, three semantic networks were examined (a word association database, WordNet, and Roget's thesaurus,) and all three exhibited small-world and scale-free properties [6] . Another study in which both of these properties were identified [11] involved a network composed of English language words with similar meanings. In this network, two words were assigned an edge if one word appeared in a thesaurus entry of the other. Smallworld properties have also been found in Czech, Romanian, German [40] , and Chinese [9] , which suggests that this feature may be language-independent.
Small-world and power law features were also identified in a study of data of free-association of ideas by human subjects [4] . In this study, a number of additional trends and patterns were also identified. One finding was that the number of new words input by the user diminished gradually, reaching an equilibrium state at which few new words were likely to be added. Another was what the authors termed asymmetry in edges. The presence of a directed edge, or arc, from one word to the next did not necessarily imply that there was an arc going the other direction. A third was context biasing: The words chosen by the research subjects tended to be influenced not only by the previous word, but by other recently-used words. These findings are distinct from many of the others reported in this review, since they were identified by examining the characteristics of a network of concepts from free-association by research subjects, rather from than words used in language communication.
In a recent study of the global structure of a network derived from language [30] , the level of clustering was not equivalent for all nodes, and appeared to be a function of the degree of a given node. While small nodes belonged to highly cohesive, densely interlinked clusters, hubs did not; their neighbors had a smaller chance of linking to each other. These results suggest that language has an organizational structure that repeats itself at various scales. At the local level, there are many small, densely interconnected clusters. These combine to form larger, less interconnected groups, and these groups again combine to form larger and even less cohesive groups. An analysis of networks made from Czech, Romanian, and German also identified a well-defined hierarchical organization [40] in each.
The dissertation of Old (2004) [39] demonstrated that the implicit (conceptual "hidden inner structure") of Roget's thesaurus, which is elicited using statistical approaches such as frequency counts and word connectivity patterns, differs from the explicit organizational structure (a hierarchy of concepts and sets of synonyms). Research on the thesaurus also identified a semantic core of highly-connected words related to agitation, motion, and survival. By contrast, the largest categories in the thesaurus related to concepts such as food, animals, clothing, and technology [39] .
Local structure of language networks
Real-world networks from different fields share several global features, including smallworld and scale-free properties. However, they may have significantly different local structure [37] . One way to analyze the local structure of graphs is to examine network motifs, which are described as simple building blocks of complex networks [20] . Certain local patterns of interconnections occur in real-world networks significantly more often than in randomized networks, and the most common patterns vary depending on the type of network. Networks involved in information processing give rise to significantly different types of motifs than networks of energy flow. Two motifs in particular (feedforward loop and bi-fan) (Figure 7) , are common both to transcriptional gene regulation networks and to the neuronal connectivity network of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans [20] . It has been surmised the feedforward loop may play a functional role in information processing [41] .
The possible ways in which three nodes can share directed edges can be referred to as triads [37] . Networks from a particular field tend to have a similar distribution in the occurrence of selected triads (triad significance profile, or TSP.) Human languages share common topological properties at the local level: When texts of different sizes, and from different languages, were compared, they were found to have similar TSPs. This means that when a particular triad is found in one human language, it will also tend to be found in a high concentration in other human languages [37] . However, networks from other fields, such as biological networks, have different profiles. One distinctive feature of the local structure of human languages is that certain specific triangle-shaped triads are underrepresented in language; they occur far more frequently in other real-world systems. This may result from the way words are used in language. Words belong to categories, and a word from one category tends to be associated with a word from another category [42] . Words belonging to three different parts of speech, such as nouns, verbs, and adjectives, might preferentially be arranged into particular motifs.
Palla et al [43] have introduced a set of characteristic quantities to describe the statistics of communities in networks. These measures allow a node to participate in more than one community at a time. For example, the word gold can belong simultaneously to communities related to Olympic medals, metals, jewels, and prosperity. The topological structure of communities is shown to be scale-free for nodes with degrees above a given threshold; however, there is an exponential node degree distribution for words below the threshold. They present several illustrative graphs that show how a given word may be a member of multiple highly cohesive groups of nodes.
Balance in real-world networks
Networks of words are generally not considered as dynamic systems in which information flows from one point to another. However, the importance of balance in the structure of large semantic networks can perhaps best be understood in light of research on complex systems. Complex systems are thrive at the border between order and chaos, and the number of connections is what maintains this balance [44] . With too few edges, a network may collapse. A large communication network may still function after some edges are removed, because information can flow around the affected area. However, when additional edges are removed, and the demand on the network remains the same, the network is no longer able to accommodate all network traffic. On the other hand, while a system tends to gravitate towards maximum connectivity [44] , a network with too many edges becomes unstable [45] . This is because when there is a high level of interconnectedness, a small change in a system can result in a cascade of evolutionary change [44] . The scale-free topology also helps maintain balance, as it helps control the rate of change and establishes order. Most nodes receive input from only a few other nodes, and change is limited to the local neighborhood [44] .
Balance in large semantic networks
This delicate balance between order and chaos seems to apply to language as well. Language must be expressive and flexible, allowing for the expression of concepts in a virtually infinite cognitive space, but it must also be learnable. If there are not enough connections between concepts, the expressiveness of language is sacrificed. If there are too many connections, it will be more difficult for speakers to learn new words. Large language-derived networks show that the number of connections between words is at a point that maximizes its expressiveness without sacrificing its learnability [28] .) Like the network motifs that describe the local structure of language, this tendency towards balance also appears to be languageindependent [28] .
Applications of graph-theoretic modeling of large semantic networks
Semantic networks have been used successfully for a number of practical applications, including automatic word sense disambiguation [32] and in formulating responses to natural language search queries [46] . Bordag et al (2003) [10] present a graph-theoretic approach to lexical disambiguation. In this approach, co-occurrence is used as a proxy for semantic similarity, allowing for the construction of graphs of related words. Possible applications of this theoretical framework include improvements in text classification methods, word sense disambiguation algorithms, and spell checking tools.
Language acquisition and change
The apparent scale-free and small-world characteristics of language may also have implications for psycholinguistic research on language acquisition [10] . The recent characterization of the topology of language-derived graphs has led to new ways of describing language evolution. Based on the data obtained by Ramon Ferrer i Cancho et al [29] , language has been described as an evolving word web [47] . In this model, language is considered to be an evolving network of interacting words. The distribution of words has been shown to fall into two distinct regimes [48] . The first is referred to as the kernel lexicon, which varies slowly over time as a language changes. The second is a peripheral lexicon, used for more specific communication.
Aspects of semantic networks that are not natural languages
To complement this array of studies of large networks modeled after natural language, a handful of research has also examined the properties of other types of networks of semantic information. Large computer programs, for example, can be modeled as growing networks of related files; these files are analogous to natural language documents, rather than to words. Like natural language networks, these networks have been shown to exhibit small-world and scale-free properties [31] . One of the implications of the scale-free property is that the information flow within the system is expected to be efficient; despite the size of the system, the average path length in the underlying network is small. Given the evidence for the existence of the smallworld property, one practical implication is that in debugging and refining code, the highlyconnected files could be checked first.
Organization of cortical networks in the brain
This article is not intended to address the structure and function of complex brain networks; this topic is well-covered in a recent review [19] . However, this area was addressed in the articles retrieved for this review, and the main ideas merit at least a brief mention.
In a review of research on the organization of long-range corticocortical connectivity in mammalian brains, Hilgetag and Kaiser (2004) [49] report that cortical projections are arranged in small-world networks. They form tight clusters which are highly interlinked with each other, but less frequently with other clusters. This distributed cluster structure achieves functional integration, while also allowing for different cortical areas to have individual specializations; it may therefore be an ideal design for achieving a high level of functional complexity [19, 49] . Small-world characteristics have been found across multiple scales of cortical organization; they have been found not only in corticocortical connection matrices, but also in large-scale cortical connection matrices [19] . The ubiquity of this topological feature points to its importance in the function of brains [50] . This architecture may relate to the need for global and local efficiency, in which local necessities can be addressed while facilitating wide-scope interactions [18] .
Organization of semantic information in the brain
Despite the mounting research data describing the organization of complex brain networks, little is known about how the brain stores semantic information. However, it has been shown that persons with Alzheimer's disease experience a graceful degradation in their understanding of relations between concepts [51] . As the disease progresses, the organization of their semantic knowledge becomes increasingly abnormal. Scale-free networks degrade in a similar way; as individual nodes are removed, the integrity of the network remains intact. Removal of certain well-connected nodes can result in a cascade effect with more dramatic consequences; however, the destructive impact of such events still remains localized. Therefore, this research lends support to the hypothesis that concepts in the brain may also have a scaleinvariant arrangement.
The small-world property of language may have arisen from the need for speed during the production of speech [29] . If speech can indeed be modeled as a path from word to word in the brain, it follows that an efficient organization of the words would improve the speed of speech production. Another important aspect of speech production is richness. The small-world nature of language suggests a cognitive model in which a speaker will normally choose words from commonly used words, but in which rare (yet perhaps more expressive) words are just a few degrees away [29] .
Discussion
Graph theoretic modeling is flexible and has been used in many fields
The wide range of source publications of the articles discussed in this review is a testament to the multidisciplinary nature of graph theoretic modeling. Modeling techniques for large graphs, along with statistical measures to study them, have been shown to be useful in social network analysis, in studying the Internet, and in other fields. Given the increasing interest in similar modeling techniques in computational biology, graph theoretic modeling is also gaining importance in biomedical informatics.
Graph modeling is intuitive for humans and is also machine compatible
Network modeling is a flexible knowledge representation technique anchored in graph theory. The properties of graph theory make network models appealing for human conceptual understanding and also compatible with computational processing. For humans, the connectionist paradigm expressed in graphs is conceptually simple. Unlike other knowledge representation techniques, such as rectangular databases, graph models are composed of just two different building blocks. The nodes and edges of graphs are grounded in real data, and graph models can be built, drawn, and analyzed automatically using computer software. Curation of a semantic network can also be automatic: As new information becomes available, it can be incorporated into the network.
Network modeling reveals the global and local structure of language
When languages are represented using graph theory, the resulting network models reveal how individual semantic entities (often words) are related to one another. Historically, random graphs have been used to model real-world systems, under the apparent assumption that the networks underlying them are fundamentally random [16] . Given recent dramatic increases in the speed and ubiquity of computing resources, it is now possible to study complex networks in a way that assumes nothing in advance about the system's organization. Empirical, data-driven complex network models display actual relationships between a system's many entities.
Word networks, which have a distinctive structure at the global and local level, provide insights into how language serves as a framework for representing and communicating information. At the global or community level, many semantic network models exhibit the scalefree and small-world architectures common to many real-world phenomena [11, 29] . At the local level, the profiles of motifs [37] have been shown to be similar across several natural languages. Although the values of statistics used to measure these features differ from language to language, various authors have hypothesized that these global features are shared across all human languages.
Graph modeling can aid in the development and maintenance of controlled vocabularies
In biomedicine, rigidly arranged controlled vocabularies, often hierarchical, are one of the cornerstones of knowledge representation. Most controlled vocabularies contain data about the relationships between entities. The way these relationships are assigned is an important consideration in vocabulary development, because the structure of a vocabulary carries implications for its usability and adaptability. In a collaborative vocabulary development effort with multiple participants, developers could use a network modeling tool early in the development process to depict a vocabulary's proposed global and local structure. This structure could serve as a precursor for the development of a logical model or ontology, which could then be developed iteratively.
After the structure is formalized, graph theoretic modeling and visualization can also be useful for the maintenance of a vocabulary. Developers could use network modeling software to observe the vocabulary throughout the various phases of its evolution, and the network could be examined periodically to detect errors and anomalies. For example, discovery of a sparse area in an otherwise dense network may prompt developers to consider adding additional concepts or links.
Topological features can influence operations on controlled vocabularies
Cognitive science research on associative networks offers an analogous framework to illustrate how knowledge of topology can be used for controlled vocabulary maintenance. Just as word recognition, learning, and speech production are key cognitive operations on a semantic associative network, important operations in controlled vocabulary development and maintenance are finding, adding, editing, and deleting concepts. Features of network topology can help or hinder a user's ability to perform these operations.
Navigation through a semantic network to find a given term can be considered analogous to the task of finding a desired word during speech production. When navigating through a controlled vocabulary, a scale-free architecture can help a user identify a starting place to look for a concept. Highly connected hubs, small in number, can serve effectively as landmarks. As a user delves deeper into the network, there are smaller hubs at every scale which can also be used for orientation. A small-world architecture in a vocabulary implies that there are enough crosslinks for efficient navigation between groups of concepts. Both of these properties, which are common in networks derived from natural language, could convey benefits if incorporated into the architecture of artificial networks.
The process of adding new terms can also be helped or hindered by various topological features. A scale-free architecture might facilitate the addition of terms because a growing network has a built-in way of limiting the semantic space to which new concepts are likely to be added. In growing network models [6] , a network is constructed beginning with an initial node or set of nodes, and additional nodes are added sequentially. A process that commonly governs network growth in real-world networks is known as preferential attachment. New nodes attach to existing nodes according to a rule that can be summarized as "the rich get richer." Nodes that are already highly connected have a far higher probability of gaining new connections. If knowledge of these probabilities is used in vocabulary development, the space of concepts to which to join a new concept can be reduced to a limited number of likely choices. A small-world architecture could also confer an advantage for a vocabulary developer adding new concepts. If related words are already arranged into highly-connected clusters, it is easier to determine the concepts to which the new concepts should be linked.
The importance of topology can be illustrated further by considering the effect of architecture on the addition of new concepts. Suppose a given vocabulary is arranged into a tree in which the most important concepts are towards the top of the tree and only hierarchical relationships are permitted. If a new important concept is added near the top, it is impossible to assign links to other concepts more than one level away. Since more steps are now required to move between concepts, there is an increase in the number of operations when the vocabulary is used.
Operations associated with vocabulary editing and reorganization can also be influenced by topology. For example, examination of topological features can help a developer determine whether a given operation will adversely affect the network's structure. If a hub concept, or a concept in the neighborhood of a hub, is deleted, this will have a far greater effect on the network topology than if an isolated node is deleted. Likewise, if any one of the siblings of a fullyconnected clique is moved to an entirely new part of the network, but its existing links to other concepts are left in place, the topology may change significantly; there will be a large number of new links pointing to the concept's former neighborhood.
In preliminary research, we are comparing the global topologies of 16 biomedical vocabularies. The goals are to determine what can be learned by applying the most popular measures of network topology; to assess the extent to which artificial vocabularies share the topological properties common to natural semantic networks; and to determine whether it is possible to group vocabularies by topological structure. Initial results indicate that some controlled vocabularies share the scale-free and small-world topological features of networks made from natural language, and that network modeling can be used to visualize the global and local topologies of networks, leading to descriptions of the networks that are much more difficult to realize using conventional approaches.
Graph modeling can convey a high-level summary of a given topic
Network modeling offers some potential for use as a summarization tool for use across the biomedical informatics continuum, from the molecular level to public health. One way to define a given topic is to list the topics to which it is related. Semantic network models are sometimes built from co-occurrence information in which, for example, an edge is assigned between two words if they co-occur in a given sentence.
Suppose a given topic were represented as a large network derived from a corpus of text or speech on that topic. Individual words could then be represented as the portion of the semantic network pertaining to the word. A word in a given context might be given one representation, while that same word in a different context could adopt an altogether different representation. When represented as a network, language can serve as a window into knowledge, revealing how people organize information.
Another advantage of network modeling is that because real-world semantic networks are scale-free, they can be represented at varying levels of detail. Depending on how the network is constructed, it is often the case that the most important concepts are by nature the hubs of the network. Hubs are communicated even if the network is expressed at a low level of detail. Therefore, the broad structural configuration of the network is still preserved.
Text in a patient's health record can be represented as a network
In medicine, network modeling might be a useful adjunct to an electronic health record. Suppose a patient with a chronic kidney condition has a complex medical history that stretches back several decades. Imagine that this patient's record includes enough paper documents to fill an entire filing cabinet. When converted to electronic format, the records comprise many megabytes of data. If this patient's information were presented using network modeling techniques, it might reveal summary-level information that is not evident using conventional techniques. For example, since the patient has a history of a kidney disease, the word "renal" and related words would appear more frequently, and would therefore be more likely to be hubs in the graph model. Redundant information, such as multiple photocopies of a single discharge summary, would be absorbed into a single section of the graph. Graph visualization software with an intuitive interface could then be used to help new caregivers gain a basic understanding of the types of conditions that have affected the patient in the past.
Areas of focus for future research
Steyvers et al (2005) [6] have also proposed a number of areas for future research on large semantic networks. They propose various types of inquiries involving linguistic constraints, in which words or connections are first categorized into semantic or syntactic classes, and statistical analyses are performed separately for each class. Another possible research direction would be to perform more subtle analyses in which qualitative or quantitative differences between connections are modeled. They also propose to compare the topologies of semantic networks of different languages and to develop search and retrieval algorithms that make use of the largescale structure of semantic networks. Such work could eventually help describe the context sensitivity of meanings or the exact relationship between word meanings and concepts [6] . Other authors have proposed similar ways to use knowledge of the structure of semantic networks for practical applications, including lexical disambiguation, automatic summarization, spell checking, and document categorization. Finally, characterizing the properties of large semantic networks may also have implications for the rapidly developing field of neuroinformatics [52] . Although it is tempting to draw parallels between representations of large semantic networks and the organization of semantic information in the brain, the relationship between the two is unclear. Another intriguing parallel is between the general processes that govern the way semantic networks function in computers, and human performance in semantic processing tasks [6] . Both of these questions are beginning to fall within the realm of scientific inquiry, given a confluence of theories and methods in information science, imaging, and neuroscience.
Conclusion
Graph theoretic modeling of large networks has been influential in many areas of science, including sociology, physics, and computer science. Due in part to their prevalence in computational biology and bioinformatics, network modeling approaches are slowly becoming more recognized among informatics researchers.
Semantic networks have a key role in knowledge representation in health care and biomedicine. This article is meant to serve as a synthesis of research in this emerging field. The results confirm that large semantic networks derived from natural language share topological properties common to many real-world phenomena, including scale-free and small-world characteristics. A clearer understanding of the topological features of natural and artificial semantic networks will provide insight into the development of useful information systems in health care and biomedicine.
neighbor: In a network, two nodes that are connected by an edge. neighborhood: A subset of nodes in a network consisting of a node and all of its neighbors [6] . network motifs: Patterns of interconnections occurring at the local level of a large network [20] . See also bi-fan motif; feedforward loop motif. network: See graph. node: An entity in a graph; may be connected to other nodes by either arcs or edges. path length: The number of edges or arcs along a given path from one node to another. See also average path length. path: A sequence of edges that connects one node to another [6] . power law: See power law distribution. power law distribution: A statistical distribution in which the value of one variable is proportional to a power of the other [22] . random graph: A graph in which links between nodes are arranged randomly. scale-free: Property of a graph that has no characteristic scale of node degree and instead exhibits all scales of connectivity simultaneously [24] . scale-invariant: See scale-free. semantic network: An interconnected set of entities that carry meaning. small-world network: A set of interconnected entities characterized by highly clustered neighborhoods and short average path lengths between the entities. In a small-world network, it is possible to move from one node to another in a relatively small number of steps. small-world: See small-world network. social network: A model describing a collection of people and the connections between them. In a social network model a connection is assigned between two people if they are connected in some way, such as through friendship or by way of a business relationship. sparse: A characteristic of networks in which the vast majority of nodes are connected only to a small percentage of other nodes [6] , and the number of edges is closer to the number of nodes, than to the square of the number of nodes [21] . strong local clustering: A characteristic of networks in which the neighbors of a given node are likely to be connected to one another more than would be expected through chance alone. Strong local clustering results in densely connected neighborhoods, one of the hallmark properties of small-world networks. topological structure: See topology. topology: The global configuration resulting from the arrangement of nodes in a graph and the connections between them. tree: A model in which entities are arranged into hierarchies of parents and children. triad significance profile: Distribution in the occurrences of various triad motifs in a network [37] . The triad significance profile is one way to characterize the local-level properties of a large network. triad: A network motif consisting of three nodes and the edges connecting them. undirected graph: A graph in which all connections between nodes are edges, which are undirected, rather than arcs, which are directed. undirected: In a network model, a link between two entities is undirected if there is no inherent directionality in the relationship. In graph theory, an undirected link is represented using an edge. vertex (pl. vertices): The fundamental unit of a network. In computer science, vertices are typically referred to as nodes, and in sociology, actors [2] . See also node. vertices: See vertex.
